Real-time analytics to improve and monitor clinical and financial performance.

Clintegrity Performance Analytics and Performance Improvement Services

Challenge
Quality care continues to drive accurate reimbursement. Today hospitals need to know where they stand to be able to quickly identify and correct performance issues to reduce readmissions and hospital-acquired conditions, manage costly physician practices, and improve value-based purchasing performance. However, data required to create reliable, accurate, and timely reports is often old, incorrect, fragmented, and difficult to pull from multiple systems.

Solution
Clintegrity™ Performance Analytics is a comprehensive, customizable decision support system that enables enhanced trend and data reporting for both clinical and financial data analyses. You can drive improved care and reduce costs by tracking, analyzing, and benchmarking your performance data against the national database, which includes all payer inpatient data for multiple states and all Medicare inpatient discharges.

What we do
Nuance’s combined solution of Clintegrity Performance Analytics software and Performance Improvement Services improves decision making by providing timely, reliable information that is easy to pull together and understand. With tools that benchmark and track costs, quality, and profitability of the healthcare services you provide, you can compare your facility with other health systems around the country in a variety of areas, including physicians’ complication rates, patient length of stay, cost per case, and much more.

The system allows you to eliminate custom programming and spreadsheet madness with up-to-date performance dashboards and reports that meet the information needs of executive leadership, medical office staff, surgical services, finance, health information management, and clinical staff. You have the power to create reports that highlight the lines of service that may be at financial risk or those that are doing particularly well. Thus you can identify opportunities to create dedicated lines of service by tracking the trends of service utilization and performance.

Key benefits
- Improves clinical and financial performance
- Enhances reporting with customizable benchmarking data
- Generates performance reports easily for multiple stakeholders
- Simplifies Leapfrog survey response
- Turnkey solution—we build your databases

Key features
- Predictive readmissions
- Dashboards
- Daily HAC, PSI, and readmissions trending
- Ongoing Professional Practice Evaluation (OPPE) monitoring
- Completely customizable reporting options
- Automated system update alerts
Why Clintegrity Performance Analytics?
Nuance gives you the tools you need to monitor and turn your organization’s data into clinical and financial performance intelligence for improved decision making. Clintegrity Performance Analytics provides:

– **Daily data access**—data uploaded today will be in the system tomorrow.

– **Analytics dashboards**—including clinical measures, actual and predicted readmission rates, length of stay.

– **Regulatory monitoring**—so you can add what you need before you need it.

– **Leapfrog survey support**—much of the required data is easily available.

– **Customizable physician profiles**—with close to 40 customizable fields, you can summarize physician statistics, for readmission analysis, top DRGs, diagnoses and procedures, case mix and clinical outcomes, and much more.

– **Time and labor savings**—when used with Clintegrity Quality Measures where data flows straight from the core measures to the analytic system.

– **A turnkey solution**—this web-based solution is hosted by Nuance so there’s no uploading, downloading, or database creation required. Your information technology department will love you for it.

Comparison and Reporting
Clintegrity Performance Analytics can extract data points for comparison and reporting from information including:

– Inpatient, same-day surgery, emergency department, clinic, and other outpatients

– Detailed billing data at the charge-code level

– Uniform bill administrative, clinical, and financial data

– Physician, patient-, and department-specific cost of care and length of stay

– National Hospital Quality Measures

– Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality indicators

– Physician profiles, which can help with report cards and physician re-credentialing and Ongoing Professional Practice Evaluation

– Leapfrog Hospital Survey

– Regulatory and credentialing registries

– HCAPS survey data

– Quality measures data

Clintegrity Performance Improvement Services
Sometimes your numbers don’t reflect the actual care given. Nuance experts bridge the great communication divide between quality and health information management by comparing your performance data with coded cases so you can determine what is truly a performance issue and prioritize remediation efforts. Perfect for organizations that value a neutral third party to review the data or an extra set of hands with knowledge in comparisons, this optional service is provided in two phases: discovery and remediation.

**Phase 1: Discovery**
– Identify high- and low-risk areas with a data analysis

– Analyze quality and HIM department workflow

– Prioritize improvement opportunities

**Phase 2: Remediation**
– Develop a performance improvement plan focused on targeted outcomes

– Analyze clinical documentation and coding practices that may affect targeted outcomes

– Provide action items for performance improvement plan

– Report progress and outcomes of the performance improvement plan

Today’s challenges require new approaches and tools to know what’s really occurring in your organization at any moment. Clintegrity Performance Analytics and Services enable you to truly monitor and improve your clinical and financial performance.

To learn more about how Nuance Healthcare can help you improve financial performance, raise the quality of care, and increase clinician satisfaction, please contact us at 877-805-5902 or visit nuance.com/healthcare.